While the explanation is based systematically that XYZ communication in THEORY is X make optimum communication in using Z media with optimum, then X can produce the optimum relationship with Y, called generic harmonic pattern (g Hp). If X does a communication that does not reach the optimum value in using Z media, then X cannot achieve the optimum relationship with Y, called generic corrupted pattern (g Cp). The optimum form of communication is communication that does not cause damage and destruction of existing media elements in Z. As it does not damage the clean water cycle to achieve clean water, the goal is to get health value for anyone consume clean water. The implementation of THEORY ALAMIN empirically is the implementation of keeping the elements of media Z well in the optimum ranking can be done significantly. While the implementation in the universal form of this process of THEORY ALAMIN can be done by anyone in the form of real and practical. Like keeping water clean when drunk, the process of keeping the water clean for drinking can be done by anyone using a clean glass and putting the water in a clean place as well. As for any Volume I, No 2, June 2018 , Page: 162-181 e-ISSN: 2615 -3076(Online), p-ISSN: 2615 -1715 www. birci-journal.com emails; birci.journal@gmail.com birci.journal.org@gmail.com optimum relationship to Y. Secondly, if X communicates by using Z media inharmoniously (can damage Z media), then X does not achieve result 0).
b. Function explaining
NATURAL THEORY can explain an insight that can be developed rather than the development of that theory. The insights that can be developed in THEORY ALAMIN is that this theory can be applied scientifically and systematically in everyday life. This is because THEORY ALAMIN describes communication formed from an interaction that can connect to each other on a need basis.
Based on this explanation can be understood that every need to something must be done an interaction to get something that is needed. The form of application in the process of implementation of this interaction also requires the media to get something that is needed. But what distinguishes each interaction process is found in different methods and media. Methods and media follow the required elements. As X requires water to drink, then the medium used to get water is glass. Likewise if X requires rice to eat, then the medium used to get the rice is a plate. The explanatory functions contained in THEORY ALAMIN that can be applied by using the existing media in the element Z based on the 
